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AT A GLANCE
THERE IS A GROWING, vibrant movement of community-led initiatives on
climate change and sustainability. People throughout Europe and the world
are taking action in all facets of their lives. They are inspired by regenerative
design principles, by participatory decision-making and by a desire to create
solutions to the great challenges of our time – climate change, social inequality
and environmental degradation.
While these community-led initiatives are vastly diverse – from shared gardens
to local currencies, energy cooperatives to repair cafés – they have much in
common. They are explicitly ethically-grounded, holistically-oriented,
place-based, self-organising and rooted in cyclic and open-ended processes
of collective learning.
These characteristics are broadly shared by members of the ECOLISE
network – which encompass the ecovillage, Transition and permaculture
movements, amongst others. These transformative movements have a global
network incorporating:
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Twelve hundred Transition initiatives in 48 countries
Fifteen thousand ecovillage communities on six continents
Three million permaculture practitioners in 140 countries
As the movements have grown and expanded, so too has the knowledge
and inspiration generated, which is increasingly the subject of international
research, including some EU-funded projects.
This research demonstrates the positive impacts of community-led action:
studies of CO2
60 per cent lower than the national average while Findhorn ecovillage
in Scotland has the lowest documented ecological footprint of any settlement
in the industrial world.
Transition initiatives are also achieving impressive results. The Transition
Streets project in Totnes, England, involves 468 households, each saving at
least 1.3 tonnes of carbon annually.
as the direct carbon savings, however, are the wider
environmental impacts, the awareness raising, the social cohesion,
the creation of local livelihoods and retention of wealth in local economies
and the feeling of empowerment that citizens experience by working
together to bring about change.
In the context of the Paris Agreement (COP21) and the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), which represent a global consensus on human
collaboration for survival, citizen participation is essential.
In order to increase the positive impacts of community-led action ECOLISE aims
to create a common platform for initiatives, researchers, policy makers and other
stakeholders to work together to share knowledge, tools and good practices.
By focusing on people and communities, and by reshaping norms and
behaviours through local action, community-led initiatives provide a necessary
complement to higher level action.
With suitable policy frameworks, and under appropriate structural
proven and effective pathways to a low-carbon society provide considerable
potential for replication and growth.
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GROWING COLLABORATION

GROWING COLLABORATION

COMMUNITY-LED
INITIATIVES
AND GROWING
COLLABORATION

IRELAND’S MODEL ECOVILLAGE
‘Cloughjordan ecovillage was established
in 1999 by a group of people who came
together to create an ecologically,
economically and socially sustainable
community on a 27 hectare farm. The
community now has 50 families who live in
low-energy homes that rely on renewable
energy, allotments for individual growing
and research, a farm, an enterprise centre,
a performance space, a hostel and numerous
educational offerings. The EU-funded

A DEFINING FEATURE OF COMMUNITY-LED INITIATIVES is that they
are citizen-driven, or bottom-up. Invariably, they are also centres
of experimentation and innovation, seeking to create new models
of agriculture, energy production, education, construction,
economy, decision-making and collaboration.

Cloughjordan ecovillage as one of Europe’s
leading ‘anticipatory experiences’ of the
transition towards a low-carbon society.’

www.thevillage.ie

In many instances, links and collaborations are being made with
other, established bodies such as universities, researchers and
government authorities, which are responding positively to the
leadership shown by local communities.
C

TRANSITION INITIATIVES Originating in
C

ECOLISE, a Europe-wide network of networks, is testament to the
desire amongst disparate local groups and their regional, national
and international networks, to nurture their collective energy in
order to increase their visibility, improve learning and exchange,
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ECOLISE’s 38 member organisations bring together the
ecovillage, Transition, permaculture and other movements,
as well as specialist organisations – research and educational
bodies, and policy networks such as ICLEI, the association
of local governments for sustainability.

K

ECOVILLAGES

traditional or urban community that is consciously designed
through locally owned, participatory processes in all four
dimensions of sustainability – social, cultural, ecological and
economic – to regenerate their social and natural environments.
communities and supports wider learning for sustainability within
and 56 aspiring members.
www.gen-europe.org
In France, the popular citizens’ movement Colibris, initiated by
agroecology pioneer and philosopher Pierre Rabhi, counts more
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places – similar to ecovillages – that embody ecology and sharing.
www.colibris-lemouvement.org

CY

communities coming together to imagine
and build a post-carbon society, starting at
the local level. Transition groups are
reclaiming the economy, sparking
entrepreneurship, reimagining work,
reskilling themselves and weaving webs of
connection and support across the globe.

PERMACULTURE Many local, community
groups working for sustainability around the
work closely with, the permaculture
movement. Permaculture is a practical
method of designing systems, both material
and social, that are ecologically harmonious,

www.permaculturecouncil.eu
Balkan Ecology, Bulgaria is a permaculture-inspired project that is devoted to the
design and exploration of ecologically-sound
human habitats. It serves as a demonstration
and education site for visitors from all over
the world by providing tried and tested
models of quality ecological food production
that can be replicated easily in terms of the
needed. The family-run enterprise also sells
fruit and nut trees, seeds, plants and organic
fruit and vegetables.

www.balkep.org
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towns, villages, cities, universities and
schools – with Transition hubs in 19
www.transitionnetwork.org
Liège en Transition (Belgium) was launched
by about 70 people at a meeting in 2011.
They subsequently self-organised into
thematic working groups that grew into
a number of projects including: the Ceinture
Aliment-Terre Liègeoise (CATL), a radical
plan to create a sustainable food supply
in the province of Liège – community
supported farms are already up-and-running
and the local authority has started issuing
licences to grow food on the streets of Liège
– and the Valeureux, Liège’s local currency,
which was launched in 2014 as a way
of nurturing the local economy.

www.reseautransition.be
www.catl.be
www.valeureux.be

OTHER MOVEMENTS OF
COMMUNITY-LED INITIATIVES INCLUDE:
Scottish Communities Climate Action
Network
of over 150 community groups taking action
on climate change.
The Quartiers Durables initiative in Brussels,
Belgium, in which citizens work together
on everything from energy saving to waste
reduction and biodiversity.
The community-supported agriculture
organic farming and helps achieve local
food sovereignty.
The Slow Food movement which aims to
create a food system based on the pleasure
and sharing of good, clean and fair food.
Community energy initiatives in which
people are taking ownership of renewable
energy generation and distribution, and
Collectif pour une Transition Citoyenne
in France and Mycelium in Belgium
representing 10,000s of people
The commons, peer-to-peer, solidarity
economy, blue economy, degrowth
and postgrowth movements and many
others that support local change-makers.
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RESEARCH

A GROWING
KNOWLEDGE
BASE
TO DATE, THERE HAS BEEN no
comprehensive Europe-wide study of
community-led movements, but over the
the focus of academic research, with the EU
funding several international projects.
These projects provide useful new insights
into the nature, scope and potential of
community-led action on climate change
and sustainability.
The EU-funded TESS project, for example,
examined the actual and potential
contributions to carbon emission reductions
of 62 community-led initiatives in six EU
countries. Its analysis concluded that:
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COMMUNITIES IN ACTION

Similarly, the EU TRANSIT
ecovillages and transition initiatives as key
sources of the social innovation necessary
for transitions to sustainability.
PATHWAYS considered the respective
possibilities and implications of different
transition pathways, based on technological
substitution within existing societal,
business and governance structures on the
one hand, and accompanied by wider
processes of structural change on the other.
The project concluded that while structural
change can encounter considerable initial
resistance, and may be slower to produce
visible results, it provides better long-term
prospects of deeper and sustained
transition, with community-led initiatives
often providing models for how such
change could be brought about.
In this publication we give a snapshot
of the broad geographical and thematic
scope of these initiatives. It is important
to note that evidence suggests interactions
across different thematic areas – for example
food, energy, housing – are among the most
important factors affecting prospects
of successful local transitions to more
sustainable, low-carbon societies. In many
cases, communities start out with a focus
on one particular theme, but later broaden
their perspectives and understanding.
For example, the Tamera Ecovillage in
Portugal has moved from an initial focus
to large-scale landscape restoration
or energy autonomy.
www.tamera.org
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FOOD

The ARTS project studied six EU
city-regions and showed that the prospects
for rapid transitions to sustainability are
highest where municipal authorities and
businesses collaborate constructively with
diverse community-led initiatives working
on different topics.

“All over Europe, people are coming
together to take control of our food
systems, from production to
distribution to consumption.
We are building systems centred
on our local communities.
We are joining forces to achieve
food sovereignty, by claiming
our right to define our own food
and agricultural systems.”
European CSA Declaration, 2016
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Food – nutritious, local, organic food
and gastronomy – is the focus of many
community-led initiatives in Europe, which
are often guided by permaculture and
agroecology.
Food sovereignty – the right of people who
produce, distribute, and consume food to
control the mechanisms and policies of food
production and distribution – is often the
inspiration for community action.
Food-focused community-led initiatives
range from innovative partnerships between
farmers and consumers to the creation of
community gardens and farms, in both
urban and rural areas, the planting of
heritage fruit trees in public spaces and the
preservation of local culinary heritage.
These communities are not simply focused
on changing mechanisms of food
the ways that people organise around and
hence conceive food. This is helping to
create an empowered citizenry, capable
of delivering much more participatory forms
of governance.
Community Supported Agriculture in
Europe has been growing steadily since the
mid 2000s. A 2016 report by Urgenci, the

International Network of Community
Supported Agriculture, concluded that
European countries were producing food
for about 1 million people. The vast majority
of CSA groups surveyed were initiated
either by consumers (41%), by farmers
(33%) or by both (18%).
COoperativa Romana AGricoltura
GIOvani, Co.r.ag.gio is an agricultural
cooperative of young activists with a passion
for community agriculture. Through
campaign they succeeded in securing 22
hectares of abandoned public land in the
north of Rome for multi-functional farms which
produce food and provide services such as
agricultural training.

Kartoffelkombinat is a food cooperative in
Munich, Germany in which an existing farm
was transformed following the principles of
community supported agriculture. After
four-and-a-half years of existence,
Kartoffelkombinat has almost 1000
cooperative members who receive a weekly
vegetable box.
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ENERGY
ENERGY

HOUSING
HOUSING

COMMUNITIES
COMMUNITIES
ACROSS EUROPE
ACROSS EUROPE

HOUSING AND
HOUSING
CONSTRUCTION
AND CONSTRUCTION

a

a

The design process
The design process
According toAccording
REScoop, to REScoop,
Aardehuis, Aardehuis,

The federation
The federation
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Sieben Linden
Sieben
ecovillage
Linden ecovillage
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www.aardehuis.nl
www.aardehuis.nl
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REDUCING GREENHOUSE
REDUCING GREENHOUSE
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Earth Heart Housing
Earth Heart
Co-operative,
Housing Co-operative,

Transport represents
Transport represents
www.siebenlinden.org
www.siebenlinden.org

www.transitionblackisle.org
www.transitionblackisle.org
The FahrwerkThe
Kurierkollektiv
Fahrwerk Kurierkollektiv

Som Energia Som Energia

Community-led
Community-led
initiatives initiatives

www.somenergia.coop
www.somenergia.coop
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www.diggersanddreamwww.diggersanddreamers.org.uk/communities/
ers.org.uk/communities/
existing/earth-heart
existing/earth-heart

The Million Miles
The Million
projectMiles project

www.fahrwerk-berlin.de
www.fahrwerk-berlin.de
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ECONOMY
ECONOMY

Yet other communities
Yet other communities
are designingare
and
designing
andbelieve the evidence is clear;
‘We
creating localcreating
currencylocal
systems,
currency
providing
systems, providing
a mechanismafor
mechanism
citizens tofor
usecitizens
their own
to use their own
achieving a low or carbon negative
assets to solve
assets
local to
problems,
solve local
meet
problems,
local meet local
society requires localised,
needs and achieve
needslocal
and achieve
goals. local goals.

from materialistic
fromlifestyles,
materialistic
withlifestyles,
the focuswith the focus
instead on reconnecting
instead on reconnecting
communities,communities,
strengtheningstrengthening
friendships and
friendships
discovering
and discovering
new and more
new
constructive
and moreways
constructive
of usingways of using
our time and our
money.
time and money.
FROM ONE PERSPECTIVE,
FROM ONE PERSPECTIVE,
all the work ofall the work of
community-led
community-led
initiatives on climate
initiatives
change
on climate change
In this regard,
In many
this regard,
community-led
many community-led
initiatives are initiatives
exploringare
alternative
exploring alternative
economic relations,
economic
in arelations,
broad sense,
in a broad
and sense,economic
and
models,
economic
which
models,
measure
which
success
measure success
the economythe
in its
economy
more conventional
in its more conventional
sense.
sense.
not
in terms of
not
GDP
in terms
but byofmeans
GDP but
of other
by means of other
indicators of human
indicators
well-being
of human
and
well-being and
Local food, energy,
Local food,
transport
energy,
or building
transport or building
happiness. happiness.
projects that connect
projects people
that connect
with local
people with local
producers areproducers
localisingare
thelocalising
economythe
andeconomyWithin
and the permaculture
Within the permaculture
movement there
movement there
reskilling communities.
reskilling communities.
is support forispeople
support
who
forwant
people
to start
who or
want to start or
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Community-led
Community-led
initiatives areinitiatives
also at theare also at
ofthe
ecological of
design
ecological
and sustainable
design andliving
sustainable living
forefront of the
forefront
circularofeconomy,
the circular economy,
and the third and
permaculture
the third permaculture
principle
principle
encouraging encouraging
a shift away from
a shift away from
of ‘fair share’, of
setting
‘fair share’,
limits and
setting limits and
unsustainableunsustainable
production and
production
consumption
and consumption
redistributingredistributing
surplus.
surplus.
patterns, andpatterns,
promoting
and
in promoting
their place in
new
their place new
activities based
activities
aroundbased
the sharing
aroundofthe
assets
sharing ofTransition’s
assets
REconomy
Transition’sproject
REconomy
also project also
and resources,
and
and
resources,
the repair,
and
reuse
the or
repair, reuse or
supports community-led
supports community-led
economic change,
economic change,
recycling of products
recyclingreaching
of products
theirreaching
end
their end
helping to transform
helping local
to transform
economies
localand
economies and
of life.
of life.
inspire enterprises
inspirethat
enterprises
are morethat
sustainable
are more sustainable
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The Bristol Pound,
The Bristol
a local
Pound,
currency
a local
in the
currency inmore
the transparent economies
UK, is bringing
UK,
large
is bringing
numbers
large
of local
numbers of local
based on local ownership.
businesses and
businesses
residentsand
intoresidents
conversations
into conversations
about localisation
aboutand
localisation
the transition
and the
to atransition to a
The Bristol Pound is a powerful
low-carbon economy,
low-carbon
while
economy,
also supporting
while also supporting
local energy co-ops
local energy
and food
co-ops
provision.
and food provision.

systemic driver that shortens supply

www.bristolpound.org
www.bristolpound.org

Le Stück, France,
Le Stück,
is a local
France,
currency
is a local
that currency that
on the fossil fuel intensive transport
was launchedwas
after
launched
three years
afterofthree years of
preparation inpreparation
October 2015.
in October
In June2015.
2017 In June infrastructure.
2017
70,000 Stücks70,000
were inStücks
circulation
were in circulation
roughly in roughly
a 50km zone aaround
50km Strasbourg,
zone aroundsupported
Strasbourg, supported
It also sends a message about what
C
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A key driver A
ofkey
community-led
driver of community-led
initiatives, initiatives,
however, is also
however,
the desire
is also
to create
the desire
a better
to create aofbetter
relocalisingofeconomic
relocalising
activity
economic
are already
activity are already
work-life balance
work-life
and promote
balance and
a move
promote
away a move
awaymobilised
being
being
by mobilised
the UK’s top
bytwenty
the UK’s top twenty
‘Transition oriented’
‘Transition
social
oriented’
enterprises.
social enterprises.
At the time ofAt
the
the
report,
time of
in the
2013,
report,
thesein 2013, these
enterprises had
enterprises
a combined
hadannual
a combined annual
turnover of £3.5
turnover
million
ofand
£3.5provided
million and
paidprovided paid
employment employment
for more thanfor
100
more
people.
than 100 people.

chains, reducing dependence
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of 206 professionals,
of 206 professionals,
operating in aoperating
variety in a variety
the economy is there to serve.
of different sectors,
of different
accept
sectors,
the Stücks.
accept the Stücks.
The seed for the
TheStück
seed project
for the Stück
was planted
project was planted
It’s empowering, democratic and
at a June 2012
at forum
a Juneorganised
2012 forum
byorganised
Colibris by Colibris
on how to puton
people
how toand
putnature
people
back
and nature back
delivering change here in Bristol’.
at the heart ofatsociety.
the heart of society.
www.lestuck.eu
www.lestuck.eu

Director of the Bristol Pound
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http://reconomy.org/
http://reconomy.org/
what-you-can-do/
what-you-can-do/
inspiring-enterprises/
inspiring-enterprises/
Such enterprises
Suchcould
enterprises
be the could
building
be the building
blocks of a new
blocks
economy
of a new
because,
economy
in because, in
more money more
to themoney
local economy
to the local
via economy
the
via the
local multiplier
local
effect.
multiplier effect.
According toAccording
think tankto
the
think
Newtank the New
Economics Foundation,
Economicsmoney
Foundation,
spent money
with spent with
local businesses
local
can
businesses
be worth can
as much
be worth
as as much as
400 per cent 400
moreper
to cent
the local
moreeconomy
to the local economy
than if the same
than
sum
if the
goes
same
to large
sum goes
chains
to large chains
or corporations.
or corporations.
www.neweconomics.org
www.neweconomics.org
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Helsinki Metropolitan
Recycling Centre,
Helsinki Metropolitan
Recycling Centre,
Finland, is a community-based
social
Finland, is a community-based
social
enterprise
offers an
enterprise that
offers an that
alternative
to alternative to
single-use
culture
by selling
donated goods
single-use culture
by selling
donated
goods
(that ifare
repaired at
if necessary)
(that are repaired
necessary)
very low at very low
cost and by
providingon
information on
cost and by providing
information
environmentally-friendly
consumer choices.
environmentally-friendly
consumer choices.
2015, over
3 million
In 2015, over In
3 million
items
were items were
recirculated
throughshops
the centre’s
shops recirculated through
the centre’s
bicyclestoand
clothes to electrical
from bicyclesfrom
and clothes
electrical
goods and furniture.
goods and furniture.

WASTE
WASTE
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CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT

MANY COMMUNITY-LED
MANY COMMUNITY-LED
INITIATIVES inINITIATIVES in
Europe are establishing
Europe areinnovative
establishing
ways
innovative
of
ways of
reducing or reusing
reducing
waste,
or reusing
while also
waste, while also
BEYOND ENVIRONMENTAL
and economic
BEYOND ENVIRONMENTAL
and economic
encouraging encouraging
more sustainable
moreproduction
sustainable production
and consumption
and consumption
patterns.
patterns.
climate
change and sustainability
also
climate change
and sustainability
also
From bike repair
Fromworkshops
bike repair
toworkshops
World
to World
other
hard to measure.
other ways that
are ways
oftenthat
hardare
to often
measure.
Clean Up days,
Clean
where
Upthousands
days, where
of thousands
people
of people
By reconnecting
By reconnecting
people locallypeople
aroundlocally around
come together
come
to clean
together
up illegal
to clean
waste,
up illegal waste,
positive
projects
thatand
bring hope and
that bring
hope
there are numerous
there are
initiatives
numerous
which
initiatives
counterwhich positive
counter projects
meaningful
anddifferences
measurabletodifferences to
meaningful and
measurable
disposable consumption.
disposable consumption.
their
lives, these
their lives, these
projects
buildprojects
social build social
resilience. resilience.
The Fishguard
The
Transition
Fishguard
Cafe
Transition
in WalesCafe in Wales
turns surplus turns
food donated
surplus food
by local
donated by local
TheTESS
EU-funded
project TESS
foundproject
that found that
businesses – around
businesses
850kg
– around
a month
850kg
– intoa month –The
intoEU-funded
community
initiatives
provide numerous
community
initiatives
provide
numerous
nutritious lownutritious
cost meals.
lowThe
cost
idea
meals.
for the
The idea for
the
social enterprise
social
was
enterprise
born when
was
local
born when local
as building
capital, strengthening
as building social
capital,social
strengthening
Transition members
Transition
realised
members
how realised
much how much
networking,
improvingskills
well-being, skills
networking,
improving
well-being,
good food was
good
being
food
thrown
was being
away by
thrown
localaway by
local
development
and empowerment.
These
and empowerment.
These
shops. ‘The project
shops. is
‘The
more
project
than just
is more
a way
than justdevelopment
a way
of reducing food
of reducing
waste. It’s
food
an experiment
waste. It’s an– experiment –
measure
are oftenby
highlighted by
often but
highlighted
an attempt toan
put
attempt
carbontoreduction,
put carbon reduction, measure but are
participants
their most
important impacts.
participants as
their most as
important
impacts.
sustainability sustainability
and community
andresilience
community resilience
at the heart ofatathe
social
heart
enterprise
of a social
and
enterprise and
Considerable
experience
Considerable
experience and
expertiseand expertise
to make it a viable
to make
business
it a viable
suitable
business
for a suitable for
a
have
also been
developed
within the
have also been
developed
within
the
low growth, sustainable
low growth,society,’
sustainable
according
society,’ according
suchand
as personal and
movement inmovement
areas such in
asareas
personal
to Transition Fishguard.
to Transition Fishguard.
and participatory
decision
and participatory
decision making,
all ofmaking, all of
which prerequisites
are essential prerequisites
which are essential
for stable, for stable,
successful communities.
successful communities.
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According toAccording
Transition to
Network,
Transition
theNetwork,
most
the
Il Fiore
most del Deserto,
Il Fiore del
ItalyDeserto,
is a project
Italy
that
is a project that
thriving community
thrivinggroups
community
are those
groups
thatare thosegrew
that from caring
grewfor
from
children
caringtofor
also
children
caringto also caring
pay as much attention
pay as much
to their
attention
culture,
to their culture,for nature. It was
for nature.
founded
It was
in 2000
founded in 2000
processes, structures
processes,
andstructures
relationships
and relationships
as
to as
promote social
to promote
rehabilitation
social rehabilitation
of
of
they do to their
they
practical
do to their
projects,
practical
activities
projects, activities
vulnerable young
vulnerable
women
young
but then
women
began
buttothen began to
and outputs. Transition
and outputs.
Network
Transition
has Network has encompass sustainability
encompass sustainability
through organic
through organic
developed a developed
suite of resources
a suite on
of resources
so-called on so-called
agriculture and
agriculture
environmental
and environmental
education. education.
‘inner transition’,
‘inner
designed
transition’,
to help
designed to help It places greatIt importance
places greaton
importance
community
on community
individuals and
individuals
groups toand
care
groups
for such
to care for such
as a supportive
as network
a supportive
to enable
network to enable
needs and toneeds
become
and
effective
to become
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INCREASING THE POSITIVE IMPACT

INCREASING THE POSITIVE IMPACT

INCREASING THE IMPACT
OF COMMUNITY-LED
ACTION
EXISTING COMMUNITY-LED INITIATIVES and

PIONEERING GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT
BRUSSELS’ SUSTAINABLE
NEIGHBOURHOODS

ALIGNING EU FUNDING WITH CLIMATE
AND SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

Since 2008,

The EU currently provides funding

Since its inception in 2008, the CCF has

‘About 63 per cent of the surveyed CBIs
(community-based initiatives) have been
replicated elsewhere, and 49 per cent
emerged using the blueprints of similar ones.
Hence potential to up-scale such initiatives
is high.’
ECOLISE and its members

Over 30 neighbourhoods,

Analysis of data

training and
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adaptable measures that enhance creativity
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In addition CCF-funded
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For example,

K

in the pipeline

THE GOVERNMENT OF SCOTLAND’S
CLIMATE CHALLENGE FUND (CCF)
GRASSROOTS INITIATIVES NEED FLEXIBLE
AND RELIABLE GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT

In the medium

In the short term,

initiatives that actively engage citizens in

As a result of the CCF

This provides

ECOLISE is working
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ECOLISE, the European network for community-led initiatives
on climate change and sustainability, is a coalition of 38 member
organisations engaged in promoting and supporting local
communities across Europe in their efforts to build pathways
to a sustainable future.
The members of ECOLISE include international networks
of community-led initiatives such as the Transition Network
(representing over 1200 Transition initiatives), the Global
Ecovillage Network (15,000 ecovillages) and the Permaculture
movement (3 million practitioners globally); ICLEI, the association
of local governments for sustainability; national and regional
networks; and other specialist bodies engaged in European-level
research, training and communications.
By bringing these organisations together, ECOLISE seeks
to establish a common, Europe-wide agenda and a platform
for collective action. ECOLISE is registered as an international
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of members extend to all EU member states, as well as
internationally.
The European Day of Sustainable Communities
is an ECOLISE initiative, organised in partnership with the
European Economic and Social Committee (EESC).
The 23rd
individuals, communities and organisations across Europe are
being invited to celebrate together and organise events that
showcase their pioneering efforts to create new models for
sustainable living. Ecovillages, Transition initiatives, permaculture
projects, the agroecology movement, and many others will open
their doors and invite the public to observe, discuss and be
inspired by a diverse range of projects, covering everything from
community energy to local food, sustainable mobility, resource
management and much more.

info@ecolise.eu
/ecolise.eu
@ecolise
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